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Virtual Reality (VR) headsets can open opportunities for users to accomplish complex tasks on large virtual displays using compact
and portable devices. However, interacting with such large virtual displays using existing interaction techniques might cause fatigue,
especially for precise manipulation tasks, due to the lack of physical surfaces. To deal with this issue, we explored the design of VXSlate,
an interaction technique that uses a large virtual display as an expansion of a tablet. We combined a user’s head movements as tracked
by the VR headset, and touch interaction on the tablet. Using VXSlate, a user head movements positions a virtual representation of
the tablet together with the user’s hand, on the large virtual display. This allows the user to perform fine-tuned multi-touch content
manipulations. In a user study with seventeen participants, we investigated the effects of VXSlate on users in problem-solving tasks
involving content manipulations at different levels of difficulty, such as translation, rotation, scaling, and sketching. As a baseline for
comparison, off-the-shelf touch-controller interactions were used. Overall, VXSlate allowed participants to complete the task with
completion times and accuracy that are comparable to touch-controller interactions. After an interval of use, VXSlate significantly
reduced users’ time to perform scaling tasks in content manipulations, as well as reducing perceived effort. We reflected on the
advantages and disadvantages of VXSlate in content manipulation on large virtual displays and explored further applications within
the VXSlate design space.
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INTRODUCTION

Large displays, either in the form of a single large screen or multiple tiled screens, have been widely employed to
support complex problem solving tasks. Typical domains where practitioners need to deal with complex information
manipulations and decision-making are emergency response [23], traffic management [24, 66], visual data exploration
[2, 41], medical imaging diagnosis [2, 41], and product design [19, 20, 70]. Users can perform interaction techniques on
large displays, such as selecting nearby objects, moving, scaling and rotating contents using bodily gestures [37, 85],
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remote pointing [58, 61], or using handheld devices [12, 14, 21] for sketching with direct touch interaction [33, 62].
However, large physical displays also constrain users to stationary and bulky setups, which are quite impractical for
home users or for travelers who need to perform such tasks while being out of their office or workplace.
Recent progress in Virtual Reality (VR) provides users with the possibility to view and interact with virtual highresolution contents using a compact hardware setup. Inherently, this opens new opportunities to develop virtual
environments consisting of large virtual displays. These displays allow performance of complex tasks without the need
for large physical displays and with potential benefits for medical image diagnosis [26, 92], emergency response [8], and
collaborative design [27]. Here, we define "large virtual displays" as displays being projected onto the wall of a VR room
viewed through a VR headset. These displays do not necessarily have a physical representation in the real world and
thus do not need a physical space. Using a VR headset, current VR technologies can easily allow users to view virtual
displays that are even larger than physical ones. This is combined with a much lower cost for hardware infrastructure.
Using VR, individuals in out-of-office contexts can still easily work on large virtual displays without being physically
constrained to certain locations. In addition, using large virtual displays in VR can also overcome ambient illumination
and screen-reflection issues often associated with physical displays [77, 92]. However, a major weakness of large virtual
displays is the lack of a physical surface to allow for intuitive interaction and passive haptic feedback. This might lead
to user fatigue since users have to interact using mid-air gestures without or even with controllers. Although there
have been efforts to deal with fatigue by affixing virtual displays to nearby physical surfaces such as walls or tables to
provide passive haptic feedback [22, 95], these room-scale approaches might lead to spatial conflicts between users and
other people collocated in the same space [88, 97], or might even be socially unacceptable in public places [71].
Mobile devices like tablets provide multi-touch interactions on a medium-sized surface and are now being used for
precise distal content manipulations on a small part of a large physical display [57]. Touch tablets can be also used to
support precise interactions, such as sketching in Mixed Reality (MR) [96] or rotating and scaling 3D objects in VR
[81]. Thanks to passive haptic feedback from tablet screens, such devices cause less user fatigue [89]. Also, interactions
on their relatively small screens provide more comfort than mid-air interactions [89]. However, this can result in
imprecise interactions on large physical displays when simply up-scaling and mapping the interactions on the tablet’s
screen. To tackle this problem, head movements are tracked and coupled with the physical tablets allowing users to
manipulate contents on portions of large physical displays [57, 82] where the user is looking. With current VR systems,
facing direction angles (here: right-left and up-down) can easily be acquired by applying ray casting from the user’s
first-person virtual camera (also referred to as head gaze [5, 11]). This gives access to a combined use of facing direction
and multi-touch interaction to potentially give users access to large virtual displays in VR using off-the-shelf hardware.
However, it is yet unclear how this interaction technique affects users in complex content manipulations.
In this paper, we explore VXSlate (V irtually eXtendable Slate), a design that considers a large virtual display as an
extended surface of a tablet. The design combines head movements, tracked by an off-the-shelf VR system with input on
a touch tablet. This allows a user to perform various manipulations on a large virtual display ranging from translation,
rotation, and scaling of objects to sketching. VXSlate’s design was built based on previous work on interacting with
large physical displays combining head movements and touch. However, VXSlate is different because it combines a
user’s head movement with touches on a tablet to interact with a large virtual display which is seen through the VR
headset. This combination offers a compact setup that allows users to interact with large virtual displays more flexibly
than with systems relying on large physical displays. We then refined it through an iterative process taking into account
users’ interactions in VR [81, 99]. VXSlate differs from other systems by using the user’s head movements exclusively
for positioning the virtual representation of the tablet on an area of interest in the large virtual display. This makes use
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of spatial information of touches on the tablet for content selection and manipulation, providing users the experience
of touching target contents.
In a user study, we examined the effects of VXSlate on users’ performance and experience in comparison with
off-the-shelf VR touch controllers. Seventeen participants each had to perform a problem-solving task consisting of
matching jigsaw-puzzle pieces and sketching, thus involving content manipulations at different levels of difficulty.
The study’s results show that by using VXSlate participants complete the task with completion times and accuracy
comparable to using touch controllers. Moreover, VXSlate can significantly reduce the time to perform certain fine-tuned
content manipulations, such as scaling. After an interval of use, VXSlate reduces a user’s perceived effort for completing
the task. Finally, we discuss potentials of exploring the VXSlate design space and potentials for mixed-reality (MR) uses.
2

RELATED WORK

VXSlate was built on the basis of work ranging from interactions with large physical displays to interacting with virtual
contents in VR using physical surfaces or gaze. In this section, we will explain these interactions in more detail. Finally,
we distill our design rationale for VXSlate from related research.
2.1

Large physical display interaction

To reduce physical navigation in interacting with large physical displays, there are several approaches that allow users
to distantly manipulate contents. One of the earliest approaches was to support distant pointing and selection tasks on
large physical displays by applying ray-casting on laser pointers [10, 56], on users’ pointing gestures or on pointing
sticks [42, 86]. For settings where a user’s body casts a shadow, this could be used to facilitate manipulation over large
distances [75, 76]. Brasier et al. [17] explored an approach that redirects a user’s below-waist and near-body mid-air
hand gestures to distantly interact with a large virtual display in pointing and steering tasks. Hardware development for
smartphones opened opportunities for users to select and manipulate contents on large physical displays using handheld
devices, utilizing their built-in camera [13], touch screen [54, 72], keyboards [34], and inertial motion sensors [15, 64].
Research has mapped touch interaction on tablet-size pads onto large virtual displays for manipulations. Both Malik et
al. [51] and Nancel et al. [57] explored techniques that allow mapping a user’s touch interaction for absolute and relative
navigation onto large virtual displays. The system from Malik et al. [51] in particular allows multi-touch interaction for
indirectly grouping, zooming, and scaling contents on the large physical display. This system also captures and shows
images of the user’s hands interacting with the pad on the large display to raise the user’s awareness of what his/her
hands are doing. The orientation of the handheld devices (e.g. smartphones, tablets) can also be used to determine
the interaction area on the large display. Multi-touch gestures on these devices are used for content manipulation, for
instance selecting, dragging, dropping, scaling and rotating [50, 57].
Combinations of a facing direction and touch interactions on mobile devices have also been used for remotely
manipulating contents on large physical displays. The results of several studies [57, 78, 79, 82, 84] typically make use of
facing direction or eye gaze as a preliminary selector, roughly determining a target on the large physical display. Touch
interaction was considered as indirect and was mapped to objects being selected by facing direction or eye gaze. Also,
the user did not need to watch touch positions of his/her fingers on the tablet.
In highly precise tasks, like tracing or sketching, the use of the facing direction or eye gaze can be problematic.
Unintentional swaying head movements can also easily lead to errors for such highly precise tasks. Similarly, using eye
gaze as input to steer a drawing process can be tedious due to effects of saccades. Eye gaze is highly coupled with the
movement of the fingertip or the pen tip that is creating the drawing [30]. Thus, a user will need to align his/her finger
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directly along the path of the drawing, triggering touch interactions on the large virtual display. Using this technique,
where eye gaze acts as an object selector and touch interactions are for object manipulations, the user needs to switch
between an indirect touch interactions mode in selecting, rotating, or scaling objects to a direct mode in tracing or
sketching. Nancel et al. [57] argued that such switching should be minimized to reduce cognitive workload on the user.
2.2

Physical surface interaction in VR/MR

To reduce fatigue caused by mid-air interactions in VR, physical surfaces have been used to provide the user with
passive haptics in certain tasks. More specifically, tablets and sketching pads were utilized to reduce user fatigue in
docking [49] and sketching tasks [96] in VR or mixed reality (MR). Researching hand-held windows for 2D interaction,
Lindeman et al. [49] showed how passive haptic feedback can support precise movements in virtual environments.
Arora et al. [4] showed that sketching in VR, using a physical surface, outperformed mid-air interactions. They
suggested the use of a mobile surface controlled by a robot arm to assist users in sketching in VR. However, this
suggested setup might be bulky and unfeasible for traveling individuals. Drey at al. [25] explored VR sketching, where
a user’s input on a tablet screen is mapped onto a larger virtual display in VR. When the user needs to perform more
fine-tuned sketching, he/she performs that directly on the virtual content using mid-air pen gestures. This might lead
to fatigue and certain social unacceptability in environments where physical navigation in the environment is not
appropriate. MRTouch [95] turned any physical surface around the user into touch displays in MR. However, this
approach might not be socially acceptable in public places. Besides sketching, physical surfaces like tables were also
effectively employed to assist radiologists in interacting with medical images in VR [77, 93]. Also addressing the medical
domain, Sundén et al. [80] explored interactive multi-touch tables for navigating scientific data sets.
Surale et al. [81] used a tablet’s orientation to select 3D objects in VR and utilized touch interactions on the tablet to
scale and rotate 3D content. The user can also draw text on the tablet and then scale, rotate, and position the text in the
3D space. BISHARE [99] allowed users to select, position, and rotate 3D objects in MR using a phone’s orientation. In
addition, users could perform fine-tuned manipulations, such as scaling or changing colors, on the object using touch
interactions on the phone. However, these approaches might not be suitable for highly precise tasks, for example when
tracing or sketching directly onto a large virtual space. Also when switching between selection and manipulation tasks,
the user needs to change the way he/she holds the tablet, which can be disruptive to his/her workflow.
Further studies on physical surface interaction with VR/MR include Feuchtner’s and Müller’s [28] mid-air hand
gesture technique, showing ways to reduce physical stress. Dollhouse [40] combined VR and tabletops for team members
with complementary roles, where the VR users had frontal touch input on their headset. FaceDisplay even proposed
a VR headset with both touch input and mobile displays for surrounding non-VR users [31]. Slicing-Volume [55] (a
tablet-based 3D selection technique for dense VR environments) and SymbiosisSketch [3] (combining mid-air 3D
drawing with stroking on a 2D tablet), are also of relevance to our research.
2.3

Eye gaze and head movement interaction in VR/MR

Since the early days of VR/MR technologies, facing direction has been intensively researched to aid users’ interaction
with virtual contents. Ohshima et al. [60] instrumented a user’s eye gaze to strategically render in-focus contents in VR,
mimicking humans’ central-peripheral vision. Based on theories of human attention [29, 73, 83], gaze has been widely
used for target selection in VR/MR [46, 69, 98]. In low-cost mobile VR, target-selection techniques are often based on
facing direction. Qian et al. [67] showed that even target selection in VR using facing direction is more accurate than
4
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techniques based on eye gaze. Pfeuffer et al. [63] extended this interaction technique by allowing users to use mid-air
hand gestures to select and manipulate virtual objects.
2.4

Design rationale for VXSlate

From the above literature review, we derive the following design rationale, presented in three aspects: First, since eye
gaze is an error-prone input technique for tasks where setting the area of interest is combined with precise input,
we propose to use facing direction instead of eye gaze. Second, to our knowledge, there is so far no work combining
facing direction and touch where the large virtual display is considered as an extended space of a handheld device.
Previous studies on facing direction-touch interaction for remotely manipulating contents on large virtual displays
mainly focused on docking tasks (including selecting, positioning, scaling and rotating), and less on highly precise
ones like tracing or sketching. In VXSlate touch input at the physical tablet is visually mapped onto the virtual tablet,
allowing the user to refine selection, performing object manipulations like scaling, rotating or moving a short distance,
or they can be combined with head movements to quickly move a selected object across a long distance and the large
virtual screen. VXSlate complements this research direction by introducing a technique in which head movement
determines absolute navigation and touch interaction aims to provide a less fatiguing way for relative manipulations
on the in-focus area. Third, VXSlate aims to remove the mode switching issue of touch interactions.
VXSlate extends previous studies by providing an approach to interact with large virtual displays in VR (and also
applicable to MR) through touch interaction on a small-sized surface like a tablet, combined with head movements
designed to reduce user fatigue while maintaining a compact setup. For various tasks with varying levels of precision,
our work includes a comparative experiment between a) VXSlate and b) mid-air interactions using touch controllers.
3

DESIGN OF VXSLATE

VXSlate was designed to support a wide range of content manipulation tasks, from selection, moving, scaling, and
rotating objects to fine-tuned interaction, such as sketching or tracing. These are tasks that users can perform on a large
physical display. Thus, we argue that to foster the use of large virtual displays in VR, it is necessary to support users to
perform all manipulations. In addition, VXSlate supports passive haptic feedback. VXSlate is designed as a portable setup
where the user is spatially unconstrained. To achieve this design, VXSlate uses the touch interaction on a tablet. A tablet
is portable, yet offers rich multi-touch interactions; the user can perform a wide range of object manipulations, such as
selecting, scaling, and rotating. Touch interactions on the tablet screen also allow the user to perform highly precise
tasks, like sketching or positioning. Since the tablet screen is much smaller than the large virtual display, only a simple
absolute mapping of touches on the tablet to the large virtual display would be imprecise. Inspired by previous work on
large physical display interaction [32, 38], we chose to combine touch input on the tablet with head movements.
In our approach, head movements are used to set a particular area of interest on the large virtual display. Touch
interactions on the tablet are mapped onto that area to manipulate contents. More specifically, interactions using
VXSlate include two phases: head movements determine the area of interest on the large virtual display, while touches
on the tablet are mapped onto the area of interest and directly control contents on the large virtual display. Figure 1
illustrates the concept of VXSlate.
3.1

Head movement defining the area of interest

The user’s area of interest on the large virtual display, denoted as the virtual tablet, is represented as a rectangular
area congruent to the tablet. Unintentional head movements might cause frustration due to an unstable virtual tablet’s
5
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Fig. 1. VXSlate concept: The user wears an HMD, seeing a large virtual display in a virtual room. The user’s hand interactions on and
above the tablet are captured by a camera mounted above. They are then visually mirrored on the virtual tablet (the red rectangle)
shown on the large virtual display (in the prototype implementation, this is shown as a yellow rectangle for better contrast in the
virtual environment). The virtual tablet is placed by user head movements.

position, especially in highly precise manipulation tasks, like accurate tracing and positioning. Thus, we needed to
reduce movements of the virtual tablet caused by unintentional swaying. After several pilot tests, we chose an approach
detecting head movements that are likely to be intentional ones. In this approach, we consider angular velocities of head
movements in the latest 10 frames. If the average magnitude of angular velocity is greater than around 75 degrees per
second and the average change in angular velocity between two consecutive frames is greater than around 0.5 degrees
per second (at a 60fps framerate in our prototype), head movements are considered to be intentional. The threshold
values were derived through our pilot testing. In our preliminary testing, we found this approach was sufficiently robust
to stabilize the virtual tablet while the user performed precise manipulation. These values were then used for the user
study. When intentional head movements are detected, the virtual tablet transitions to a new position.
While working with large virtual displays, the user might have various preferences between the precision and the
responsiveness of the system. For instance, when moving an object using touch interactions, the user typically desires
6
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Fig. 2. VXSlate touch interaction. (a) Quickly moving an object as well as the virtual tablet across the large display by holding a finger
touching the object and orienting facing direction towards the target area. (b) Resizing virtual tablet by moving two fingers of one
hand while holding the tablet with the other thumb on the screen. (c) Selecting and moving/positioning an object using a finger
touching it. (d) Scaling an object using a two-finger pinch gesture. (d) Rotating an object by a two-finger gesture.

to drag it quickly to the target area. whereas when tracing a line, the user aims for precise touches. To support this,
VXSlate allows the user to resize the virtual tablet proportionally to adapt to their task: larger for faster interactions on
a large area, and smaller for tasks focusing on high precision. The user can resize the virtual tablet using the following
bi-manual touch gesture: holding the thumb (of the hand holding the tablet) on the screen and moving two fingers of
the other hand closer together or further from the thumb to scale the virtual tablet up or down respectively (see Figure
2b). This gesture mimics the common two-finger pinching gesture for object-scaling on mobile devices; thus, it should
be easy to use.
3.2

Touch interaction for direct content manipulation

Different from previous work, VXSlate takes into account touch positions on the tablet to make use of direct-touch
interactions for manipulations of distal contents on large virtual displays. Users’ touches on the tablet screen are
congruently mapped onto the virtual tablet. The touches will directly affect the content on the large virtual display. The
user thus can easily apply his/her interactions on commodity mobile devices to work with the large virtual display
VXSlate. More specifically, to select an object, the user just needs a single touch on it via the tablet (see Figure 2c).
Likewise, to scale or rotate an object, the user can perform two-finger pinching or two-finger rotating gestures on the
tablet screen (see Figure 2d, 2e). Similarly to sketch or trace, the user can touch on the position on the large display to
create the drawing via the tablet and directly perform the task there. We argue that this approach should resolve the
issue of switching between direct and indirect touch in gaze-touch interaction raised by Nancel et al. [57].
To move an object, the user can directly select and drag it within the virtual tablet via touch interactions on the
tablet (see Figure 2b). VXSlate provides hybrid interaction combining touch and head movements allowing users to
quickly move an object across the large display. To do that, the user selects an object with a one-finger touch on the
tablet. The selected object then moves together with the virtual tablet to a new area, where the user can refine the
positioning. The selected object always maintains its relative position to the virtual tablet and to the touch finger (see
Figure 2a). This hybrid approach allows for quick head movements while maintaining direct touch.
As touch positions are important in the direct touch interaction of VXSlate, it is necessary to visualize them sufficiently
on the virtual tablet. In our prototype, a touch on the tablet screen is represented as a red circle at its corresponding
position on the virtual tablet (see Figure 2). While wearing a VR headset, the user cannot see his/her hands on the tablet.
Therefore, it is necessary to represent user hands within VR so the user can locate them on the virtual tablet display
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before touching it. While the hands interact with the tablet, the user’s visual attention is focused on the large virtual
display. The hand movements are highly dynamic as they switch between various gestures. Their representation on the
virtual tablet mirrors these gestures.
In a pilot study during the design process, we found that using short-range hand-capture devices like Leap Motion
mounted on top of the tablet could not provide reliable tracking. Furthermore, glove-based solutions for finger-tracking
are not easily available. We thus employed a simple approach similar to the work of Malik et al. [51] and Le et al. [48]
for capturing the user’s hand interactions on and above the tablet screen. A conventional camera is mounted above the
tablet to capture its screen. The captured images are processed to remove the background, retaining hands only. This
will be visually mirrored on the virtual tablet (see Figure 1). It should be noted that this setup serves the sole purpose
of capturing the images of the user’s hand interactions on and above the tablet’s screen and presenting them on the
virtual tablet. The user’s touch interactions on the tablet are still captured by the touch capability of the tablet’s screen,
using supporting APIs. Since such images do not convey depth information, when a finger touches the tablet screen, its
location is highlighted by a red circle on the virtual tablet.
In pilot testing, we found that while detection of intentional head movements worked well in most cases, there were
still cases of unintentional movements of virtual tablet. We found that while these movements were almost unnoticeable
to the users during positioning tasks, they led to reported frustration during scaling, rotating, and tracing. When a
user starts manipulating objects using touch interactions, their focus will be on the touches rather than on their head
movements. To avoid faulty interactions, potentially caused by unintentional head movements, the virtual tablet’s
position will be locked during touch interactions. The virtual tablet’s position will be unlocked to follow the user’s
head movementswhen there are no touches on the tablet or when the existing touches stand still.
3.3

Implementation

VXSlate was implemented using Unity on a Windows computer combined with an Android application running on a
tablet. During the prototyping process and evaluation, we used an Asus Nexus 9 tablet equipped with a 8.9-inch screen,
1536×2048 resolution and running Android 8. The tablet was used in the portrait mode as this caused less fatigue than
the landscape mode when the user needed to hold it with one hand. Users’ touch interactions are detected by the tablet
screen and images of hand gestures are captured by a camera connected to the tablet. The tablet and the Windows
computer communicate with each other via a local wireless network. The main screen of the Android application is blue
(RGB = 0,0,255) to make it easily distinguishable from skin colors for background segmentation. When a user’s fingers
touch the tablet’s screen, each touch point will be highlighted by a cyan color (RGB = 0,255,255) to inform the user
that his/her touches on the screen can be captured by the application. The Android application captures information
from the user’s touches on the tablet screen via touch events supported by Android APIs and sends it to the Unity
application in the form of byte-array data. We 3D-printed a plastic arm to mount a LogiTech C615 webcam 30 cm above
the tablet screen. As this is a proof-of-concept, we connected the webcam directly to the Windows computer in order to
reduce the latency of image streaming to the Unity application. Images captured by the webcam are processed using a
simple color-based background segmentation to keep only the skin-color elements (Y ≥ 10, 132 ≤ Cb ≤ 172, 77 ≤ Cr ≤
127) [68]. They are then sent as a MJPEG stream to the Unity application. Even though we used an external camera in
this prototype, the development in wireless transmission should allow for more portable and light-weight solutions. An
early advance in this direction can be found in MirrorTablet [48], which added a built-in front-facing camera hinged
onto the tablet. Following MirrorTablet, images of the user’s hand are visually mirrored onto the virtual tablet with
an opacity of 70%. This is sufficient for the user to see both his/her hands and the large display’s contents [35]. The
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Fig. 3. (a) Large virtual display setup in the study: Left - the template puzzle, Middle - Puzzle solving area where participants need to
correctly place puzzle pieces to assemble the template puzzle, Right - pool of puzzle pieces. (b) 2×2 puzzle used in training: Top puzzle template with grid lines for Matching stage. Bottom - puzzle template with predefined path and without grid lines for Sketching
stage: Red circle indicates starting point and blue circle indicates end point; positions of the two circles are swapped for reverse
direction. (c) 4×4 puzzle used in the experiment: Top - puzzle template with grid lines for Matching stage. Bottom - puzzle template
with predefined path and without grid lines for Sketching stage

.
highlighters of the user’s touches on corresponding positions on virtual tablet are red circles with 50% opacity, allowing
them to see the contents behind.
4

EVALUATION

We conducted a user study to examine the effects of VXSlate on users’ performance and perception in performing
manipulation tasks with different levels of difficulty.
4.1

Experiment design and task

We carried out a between-subject study comparing the VXSlate technique to a classical interaction technique based on
the use of touch controllers. This study design was chosen to avoid task learning effects, which were observed in our
pilot study. We chose to use touch-controller interaction as a baseline because this is still the most common technique
in commercial VR systems. Interactions using touch controllers are also more reliable than marker-less, bare-hand
interactions.
The experimental task in the study was a game that we designed based on problem-solving activities commonly
deployed on large physical displays. Through surveying the literature [2, 19, 23, 24, 41, 66], we ranked the content
manipulation tasks according to level of difficulty: selecting, docking (including moving, scaling, rotating, and placing),
and steering [9]. Selecting is when a user targets an object before performing further manipulations; it is considered
to be the simplest canonical task [9]. Docking tasks are when the user moves the selected object, resizes it, adjusts
its orientation, and positions it [90] (e.g. designers moving sticky notes to their corresponding group, rotating them,
or making them larger for readability). Docking tasks are considered to be more challenging than selecting tasks [9].
Steering tasks are those that require input from users following certain trajectories, such as writing, drawing, and
navigation [1]. In problem-solving tasks, steering can be found in various scenarios, for example pathologists sketching
or annotating medical images, or traffic planners drawing lines on a map.
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While previous studies required participants to perform content manipulation tasks separately, in our study all of
these tasks were part of the problem-solving game that participants were asked to play. The intention was that in our
study design, the primary focus of participants should be to overcome the challenges of the game, with only secondary
focus paid to manipulation tasks. Our design helped in evaluating the effects of the interaction techniques (VXSlate
versus touch-controllers).
We designed a problem-solving game consisting of two stages for on a large virtual display. In the first stage, the
user needs to solve a jigsaw puzzle by placing puzzle pieces to assemble a predefined map image. This stage is referred
to as the Matching stage. In this stage, the large virtual display is vertically divided into three areas (see Figure 3a). The
left area shows the template of the puzzle that participants need to assemble. The puzzle template is divided into a grid
of rectangular pieces to let participants easily recognize the pieces needed for the matching task. The center area is the
matching area where participants need to correctly place, scale, and rotate puzzle pieces to their correct position, size,
and orientation. To help participants easily determine the position of puzzle pieces, this area is also divided into the
same grid of rectangular cells as the puzzle template. Each puzzle piece only fits one cell in the grid. A puzzle piece
is considered to fit if: the position deviation of its center is less than 5% of the cell’s diagonal, its rotation deviation
is less than 5 degrees, and its size deviations are less than 5% of the cell’s size. Through pilot testing, we found that
these values made the matching adequately challenging for participants, but not so difficult as to cause frustration.
When a puzzle piece fits its corresponding cell, its frame will be highlighted in yellow. The puzzle is solved when all the
pieces are correctly matched. The pool of puzzle pieces, from which participants pick a piece for matching, is the area
on the right. When the game starts, puzzle pieces are stored in the pool at random positions, with scales randomized
from 50% to 150% of the corresponding cells, and at random rotation angles. Participants select a piece, drag it to the
matching area, and adjust its position, size, and orientation. Once a piece is selected, it is highlighted by a red frame. In
this Matching stage, we evaluated the performance of VXSlate in selecting and docking tasks (moving, scaling, rotating,
and placing).
Once a puzzle has been solved, the game proceeds to its second stage, called the Sketching stage. Here, participants
trace a predefined path on the puzzle image they have just assembled in the Matching stage. The purpose of this task is
to evaluate VXSlate for steering tasks, which are more difficult than docking tasks. The steering task imitates annotation
in various problem-solving scenarios. We intentionally chose map images as puzzle templates for the game, so that the
sketching task could be designed as tracing along streets or rivers. To finish the Sketching stage, participants begin
tracing at a starting point (indicated as a red circle (R, G, B) = (255, 0, 0)) and then follow as precisely as possible a
predefined path depicted by the color yellow ((R,G,B) = (255, 255, 0)) until they reach an end point (indicated as a blue
circle ((R, G, B) = (0, 0, 255)). Once the end point has been reached, the starting point and end point are automatically
swapped and participants retrace the path in the reverse direction. Requiring participants to perform two-way tracing
helped us reduce the biases caused by cases where some people are better at navigation in a certain direction. Since we
focused on investigating the effects of VXSlate when participants were performing a high precision task, we instructed
them that it was more important to trace precisely rather than quickly. Participants were also informed that it was not
necessary to trace the entire path in one continuous line; they could halt their tracing line and then re-start. For the
steering task, the assembled puzzle was replaced by a corresponding template without grid lines, making tracing easier.
4.2

Apparatus

The experiment was carried out in a closed 5×5m physical room. The participants were seated on a 50cm height chair
located 2m from the computer running the VR game. The virtual environment was created and rendered by Unity3D on
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a Lenovo ThinkStation P310 computer. The computer was equipped with a 6th generation Intel Core i7-6700 (4 cores,
3.4GHz, 8MB, 65W, DDR4-2133) processor, 32GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA Quadro K420 graphics card. An Oculus Rift
S head-mounted display (HMD) was used for both of the techniques. The HMD provides an 1080×1200 pixels OLED
display per eye with a 110 degrees field of view, and a refresh rate of 90 Hz. The positions of participants and touch
controllers were tracked by the built-in cameras of the headset. For VXSlate, we used the same tablet and camera as in
the prototyping process.
The virtual environment was a 10×10×4m room. The game was shown on a flat 7×3m large virtual display placed at
one side of the room. The participant was positioned at the center of the room, 5m away from a large virtual display. By
default, the virtual tablet was displayed at the dimensions of 1×1.3m. We used one puzzle template for all participants in
the study (see Figure 3c). For measuring tracing accuracy, we chose puzzle templates that did not contain pixels outside
the predefined path having one of the three colors: red ((R, G, B) = (255, 0, 0)), blue ((R, G, B) = (0, 0, 255)), and yellow
((R, G, B) = (255, 255, 0)). In the user study, we used a 4×4 puzzle (see Figure 3c). The three areas (Puzzle Template Area,
Matching Area, Pool of Puzzle Pieces Area) on the large virtual display had equal sizes of 1.848×1.848m. Both the Puzzle
Template Area and Matching Area were divided into a 4×4 grid. Each grid cell measured 0.462×0.462m.
Touch controllers are motion controllers accompanying the Oculus Rift S VR headset. There are two controllers,
designed for left- and right-hand usage. They provide users with six degrees of freedom interactions. Each controller has
three buttons, one thumbstick with one grip, and one front-facing trigger key. The controllers provide haptic feedback,
and are powered by AA batteries. In our study, participants had to perform the interaction tasks using both controllers.
More specifically, they used the trigger key to start interaction events. In the virtual environment, each controller
emits a pink light beam. In order to select a puzzle piece, participants had to project the light ray onto the piece, then
press and hold the trigger key. To move a piece, they had to select the piece, and while holding the trigger, move the
beam to a desired position. The rotating and scaling actions required similar operations, but with both controllers at
the same time. Participants had to press both trigger keys and move the controllers closer together to scale down the
selected piece or move the controllers further apart to scale the piece up. For rotating a selected piece, participants had
to hold both trigger keys and move one controller around the other. The distance and the angle between two fingers
when using VXSlate corresponds to the distance and the angle between two touch controllers. The distance and the
angle can change simultaneously, thus scaling and rotating the selected piece. Although each touch controller has a
joystick which can be used to perform translation, rotation, or scaling manipulations, we chose interaction techniques
based on movements of the users’ hands. These movements have been shown to be natural and intuitive to users in
similar content manipulation tasks [59]. However, rotation and scaling manipulations cannot be performed on a piece
being moved; moving manipulation can be done when there is only one finger (using VXSlate) or one touch controller
interacting with the piece.
4.3

Participants

There were 17 participants recruited for the user study: ten female and seven male. Their ages varied from 19 to 41 (M
= 25.3, SD = 6.96). Participants were students or academic staff members. All participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. Three were left-handed. None reported issues with balance. One reported a minor damage of her right
side of bony labyrinth (that does not affect current abilities).
Participants had diverse backgrounds ranging from military technology development, software testing, and academia,
to undergraduate students in social sciences and humanities (a dominant subgroup of 13 out of 17). Twelve out of 17
had never played a console game, nine reported never playing games on a PC, and only four declared playing on a PC
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or smartphone several times per week. Although every participant declared using smartphones every day, 12 had never
used a tablet. Additionally, the group was also inexperienced with any other touchscreen devices: nine never having
used any such devices; five declaring an occasional use of once a month, and only three a weekly use. The participants
were also not familiar with either VR or AR: 15 had never played with VR or AR, and only two declared playing once a
month.
4.4

Procedure

Once participants arrived, first they were required to put on protection gear (mask, disposable isolation gown) to prevent
potential spreading of SARS-CoV-2. Next, they were asked to consent on their health status to comply with regulations
related to SARS-CoV-2. If they did not have any potential health issues, they would be introduced to the user study and
data handling policy. They were told that they could withdraw at any time. Following that, participants answered a
consent form on their participation in the study and a demographic questionnaire providing their background and
self-assessing their technological expertise. After that, they were randomly assigned to perform the study using one
of the two interaction techniques, which they would use to perform both stages (Matching stage and Sketching stage)
of the game. Participants were then introduced to the task they needed to complete in the user study, and invited to
watch an instruction video which introduced the interaction technique they would use and the steps to complete the
task. After watching the instruction video, participants had a training session to familiarize them with the interaction
technique and the task, in which they played the game with a 2×2 puzzle which was simpler to solve in Matching stage
and had an easier path for tracing in Sketching stage compared to the one in the user study task (see Figure 3b). This
training task was used for both interaction techniques. After finishing the training task, participants could start the user
study. They first performed the Matching stage. After completing the Matching stage, they were asked to take off the VR
headset and answer a post-task questionnaire to evaluate their perceived workload and experience in the Matching stage.
After completing the questionnaire, participants put on the VR headset and continued to perform the Sketching stage of
the task. When the Sketching stage was completed, they answered another post-task questionnaire similar to that of
the Matching stage to evaluate their perceived workload and experience in the Sketching stage. Upon completing this,
they were asked to answer a post-Study questionnaire on the usability of the interaction technique and open-ended
questions on its advantages and disadvantages. Each participant performed only one trial of the task. In total, it took
each participant around one hour to complete the study.
4.5

Data collection and measures

To evaluate participants’ performance, we measured their task completion times (TCT ) for each stage of the game
(measured in seconds). For the Sketching stage, as participants traced the predefined path in two turns, we also measured
completion times for sketching in each turn. For the Matching stage, we were also interested in measuring how much
time it took in total for each participant to perform different manipulations on puzzle pieces (moving, scaling, rotating).
We believe that manipulation times can provide insights into the effects of VXSlate on different docking tasks.
In the Sketching stage, tracing paths were recorded as a collection of tracing points. For each tracing point, we
recorded its location on the large virtual display and whether or not it overlapped predefined paths. To determine
whether a tracing point overlapped, we checked to see if the pixel at the same location on the large virtual display was
yellow ((R,G,B) = (255, 255, 0)). For the Sketching stage, we also measured sketching accuracy, defined as a ratio of
tracing points overlapping the predefined path over the total number of tracing points.
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The post-task questionnaire, which was administered after each stage of the game, consisted of a NASA Task Load
Index (NASA TLX) questionnaire to measure participants’ perceived workload [36] and Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM)
scales [16] to assess participants’ emotions while performing the task using their assigned interaction technique. The
post-Study questionnaire consisted of a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire to assess the interaction techniques’
usability [18], a Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) to evaluate perceived sickness caused by the interaction
techniques [43] and a User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) to examine participants’ user experience [47]. To gather
qualitative feedback from the participants, we asked the following questions:
• What are your general impressions of the interaction technique in the study?
• What are the advantages of the interaction technique in the study?
• What are the disadvantages of the interaction technique in the study?
• What caused difficulties in using the interaction technique when interacting in VR?
• How would you improve the system/interaction in VR to help you achieve the goals of each task?
Qualitative data was then discussed by two researchers in the project to agree on common feedback.
4.6

Results

From 17 participants, we had nine data entries for touch controllers and eight data entries for VXSlate. We removed
the data of a participant using VXSlate as this person did not follow the user study instructions. In total, we had nine
data entries for touch controllers and seven data entries for VXSlate for data analysis. All of the quantitative data was
analyzed using ANOVA.
4.6.1 Objective measures. For the Matching stage, the analysis result showed no significant difference in the overall
TCT between the interaction techniques (F(1, 15) = 0.37, p = 0.55). On average, VXSlate seemed to take less time for
participants to complete the task than the touch controllers did (354.58±147.33 s vs. 403.44±166.84 s). In addition,
we also observed no significant difference in the total times devoted to moving (F(1, 15) = 0.08, p = 0.78) and rotating
(F(1, 15) = 0.34, p = 0.57) puzzle pieces using VXSlate and touch controllers. In contrast, the total time of scaling using
VXSlate was significantly shorter than that using touch controllers (F(1, 15) = 5.92, p = 0.03). The post-hoc test with
Tukey-Kramer adjustment showed that VXSlate took less time for participants to complete the scaling manipulations
than touch controllers did (44.46±21.82 s vs 94.93±51.09 s). Figure 4a shows average total times participants spent on
manipulation tasks using VXSlate and touch controllers.
For the Sketching stage, the experimental results analysis showed no significant difference in completion times
between the two techniques (F(1, 15) = 0.9292, p = 0.35). Participants spent on average around 85.18 (±40.88) seconds
with touch controllers and 107.63 (±52.96) seconds with VXSlate for the task. We did not also observe significant
difference in the participants’ sketching accuracy between the two interaction techniques (F(1, 15) = 2.45, p = 0.14).
The sketching accuracies were 92.32 (±6.16)% for touch controllers and 87.40 (±6.37)% for VXSlate. However, there was
a difference in direction of the correlation between the completion time and sketching accuracy of the two interaction
techniques. Correlation tests showed a positive weak correlation for touch controllers (r(8) = 0.17, p = 0.67), and a
negative weak correlation for VXSlate (r(6) = -0.08, p = 0.87).
We also looked further into participants’ performance in each sketching turn of the Sketching stage. For the first
sketching turn, the result showed that there was no significant difference in the completion times between VXSlate and
touch controllers (57.09±35.96 s vs 37.44±21.60 s, F(1, 15) = 1.85, p = 0.19) (see Figure 4b). In addition, we observed that
there was also no significant difference between touch controllers and VXSlate in sketching accuracy (91.41±8.06 %
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Fig. 4. (a) Average total times spent on manipulation tasks (all manipulations, move, rotate, scale) with puzzle pieces in the Matching
stage, (b) Average completion times of the sketching task: entire task (both turns), the first turn and the second turn of sketching of
Sketching stage using touch controllers and VXSlate.

vs 87.61±4.68%, F(1, 15) = 1.22, p = 0.29). Both touch controllers and VXSlate had weakly positive correlations between
sketching accuracy and sketching times (r(8) = 0.06, p = 0.89 and r(6) = 0.08, p = 0.87).
Similar to the first sketch, we also observed no significant difference in the completion time between VXSlate and
touch controllers (50.54±19.51 s vs 47.75±20.97 s, F(1, 15) = 0.07, p = 0.79) (see Figure 4b). Moreover, it was observed
that there was also no significant difference between touch controllers and VXSlate in sketching accuracy (93.24±4.20
% vs 87.02±9.18%, F(1, 15) = 3.30, p = .09). Both touch controllers and VXSlate had weakly positive correlations between
sketching accuracy and sketching times (r(8) = 0.35, p = 0.36 and r(6) = 0.04, p = 0.94).
4.6.2 Subjective measures. In order to evaluate the subjective evaluation of mental demand, physical demand, temporal
demand, effort, frustration, and performance, NASA TLX scores were used in a series of 2 × 2 mixed-design analyses of
variance (ANOVAs). The interaction technique (VXSlate vs. touch controllers) was used in the analyses as a betweensubject factor and the Task (Matching stage vs. Sketching stage) as a within-subject factor. The similarly designed
ANOVAs were performed for three scales of the emotional aspect of subjective evaluation measured with the SAM
scales (happiness, arousal, and control).
The analysis on perceived effort, the measure we chose for fatigue, revealed a significant interaction effect of the
interaction technique and the task (𝐹 (1, 15) = 9.04, 𝑝 = 0.009, 𝜂 2 = 0.063, see Figure 5). Decomposition of the interaction
effect into pairwise comparisons with the HSD Tukey correction for multiple tests showed that the subjective effort
significantly, 𝑡 (14) = 2.74, 𝑝 = 0.016, dropped in the Sketching stage (𝑀 = 5.70, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.72) compared to the Matching stage
(𝑀 = 6.85, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.72) when participants were using VXSlate. This was in contrast to the condition where participants
were using touch controllers, where the difference between Matching stage and Sketching stage, 𝑡 (14) = 1.21, 𝑝 = 0.247,
was not significant.
We did not find any main effect of the interaction technique or the interaction effects on physical demand, mental
demand, temporal demand, perceived frustration, or performance. Contrary to expectations, the analyses on the
perceived emotional aspects of interaction in the experimental tasks with two different interaction techniques showed
no significant effect for happiness, arousal, or control. We also performed Welch’s two sample t-tests for comparing
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Fig. 5. Perceived effort (fatigue) interaction effect of Task and Controller. Bar height represents estimated means and error bars
represent ±𝑆𝐸 of the means.

general perception of the task usability (with the SUS questionnaire) and the user experience (with the UEQ questionnaire)
between two conditions, VXSlate and touch controllers. The analysis on the system usability perception showed that
the touch controller condition received a significantly higher average SUS score (𝑀 = 3.94) than VXSlate (𝑀 = 3.40),
𝑡 (21) = 2.74, 𝑝 = 0.012.
5

DISCUSSION

From the experiment analyses, the performance of VXSlate was comparable to the performance of touch controllers. For
completing the Matching stage, even though there was no significant difference, VXSlate seemed to help participants
take less time than touch controllers to perform docking tasks. With scaling, a docking task with a medium level of
difficulty, VXSlate took a significantly shorter time than touch controllers did. Participants’ feedback also indicated that
VXSlate was more efficient for them in manipulation tasks in the Matching stage than in the Sketching stage (Better
control in the puzzle game (P14, using VXSlate)). We argue that the passive haptic feedback of the physical tablet
combined with a two-finger pinching gesture familiar to users helped participants scale objects more efficiently using
VXSlate ("Easy to use, allows intuitive movements and interactions" (P15, using VXSlate)). In addition, the combination of
head movements and multitouch interactions also provided users richer and more efficient ways to manipulate virtual
contents ("More possibilities to manipulate in VR. The operation with head movement was fast" (P13, using VXSlate)).
For the sketching task, it took almost the same time for both techniques, with VXSlate taking a little longer. This was
caused by the virtual tablet having smaller coverage than the large virtual display. While it might still help participants
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sketch quite precisely, it required more time to navigate the virtual tablet along the predefined path to finish the tracing.
Although no significant difference in sketching accuracy was found, statistical figures showed that participants
sketched slightly less accurately using VXSlate compared to using touch controllers. Based on our observation, we
suspect that this could be caused by certain technical limitations of the current VXSlate prototype. The first reason
might be due to the so-called fat-finger problem [87] of the user hand image overlaid on the virtual tablet. The image of
the participants’ fingers was larger than the thickness of the predefined path in the study task, thus causing difficulties
for the participants to correctly align their finger within the path ("The shape of the fingers could be smaller. This would
allow me to operate more accurately" (P15, using VXSlate)). While imprecision in touch input is well understood for
cases where the users can see their fingers directly (e.g. using a tablet) [39], the so-called fat-finger problem remains to
be solved for mediated representations of fingers (e.g. combining tablet with VR). This issue can be mitigated in the
future by using computer vision advancements to detect the user hand posture [65, 91] and stylize the visualization of
the hand [44, 94] to reduce obtrusion, rather than showing the real images as in the current prototype. The second
reason is the limited update frame rate of the user hand images compared to the update frequency of touch input. While
touch input on the tablet was updated at 60 fps, we could only stream the user hand images from the webcam at 20 fps.
The disparity between the user hand images and the captured touch input might cause difficulties for participants to
synchronize the hand images with the touch position, thus leading to misalignment on the predefined path. We believe
that if future systems use a camera with higher frame rates and utilizing faster network connection, this problem can be
mitigated. As the current VXSlate is just a proof-of-concept, we believe that future implementations of this interaction
technique using emerging technology advancements would deliver more promising user performance in highly precise
tasks.
The lower SUS and user experience scores of VXSlate compared to touch controllers can be explained by the
technology novelty effect. In fact, compared to well-designed and well-engineered commercial touch controllers, the
setup of VXSlate, as a prototype, still appears to be bulkier and less user friendly ("I was expecting a more mature
system." (P17, using VXSlate)) (P02, using VXSlate). The presence of the purple circle representing the user’s current
head direction was perceived to be distracting, especially when performing fine-tuning content manipulations ("The
purple dot was annoying while I was sketching. Can I remove or minimize it in my field of view?" (P02, using VXSlate).
To improve this, we will apply a dynamic visualization approach, in which the circle will only be visible if the user’s
intentional head movements are detected. It will fade away if the user’s head movements are considered unintentional.
Another issue contributing to the reduced perceived usability of VXSlate was that sometimes the virtual tablet did not
move with the participant’s head direction as expected ("In spite of me moving my head, sometimes the virtual tablet
was not changing" (P02, using VXSlate). We observed two causes of this problem. First, the technique that we used to
detect intentional head movements failed in some cases. Further improvements will be needed to make the algorithm
more robust. Second, sometimes the thumb of the participant’s hand holding the tablet unintentionally touched the
screen while he/she moved their head. If he/she unconsciously moved his/her touch point out of the screen, the virtual
tablet surprisingly shifted to a new position. In the future, this might be avoided by using animations of the user’s
touch points that are shown on the virtual tablet when the system detects new intentional head movements. Such a
solution might help the user become aware of unintentional touches on the tablet’s screen. Even though participants
were shown how to scale the virtual tablet up and down, they did not always remember this feature ("Making the tablet
as twice as big." (P14, using VXSlate); adding a widget (e.g. a magnifier icon) at a corner of the virtual tablet would
remind the users of this feature.
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Finally, more important seems to be the result on perceived effort during task completion. The analyses clearly
showed that the perceived effort dropped in the second task when using VXSlate and this does not change when using
touch controller. This is particularly noticeable because the second manipulation task (sketching) was considered to be
even more difficult than the manipulation tasks in the first stage. In fact, this higher level of difficulty was reflected
in the touch-controller condition, where the participants reported spending more effort in the second stage than in
the first ("Drawing was difficult" (P06, using touch controllers)). Interactions with body gestures while using touch
controllers were also reported to cause fatigue ("The interaction with the body gestures was tiring; you need more training
to learn it." (P04, using touch controllers)) In contrast, the participants’ perceived effort using VXSlate did not increase
but even decreased even as the manipulation became more difficult. We thus argue that when users get more familiar
with VXSlate, they will interact with VR more effortlessly, and one may expect that it will also influence the general
evaluation of the usability and user experience. Such a conclusion, although justified from the obtained results, needs
additional confirmation in future longitudinal studies evaluating explicit learning effects of an interaction technique.
Besides that, the fact that users do not need to spend effort on body gestures or physically navigating around in the
virtual environment when using VXSlate was also favored by participants ("Good coordination of the gaze cursor gives
me a feeling of "being static in the space"" (P15, using VXSlate)). In a broader perspective, this advantage of VXSlate
can make it potentially contribute to assistive interactive technology. For example, making use of VXSlate interaction
technique, we could enable people with mobility disability to work in or experience VR without having to physically
navigate around the environment.
6

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF VXSLATE

VXSlate has the potential to support users to work with VR large displays and high-resolution contents in different
domains, such as medical imaging diagnosis, traffic management or emergency response. We also believe the VXSlate
design space can be explored for mixed reality (MR). For both VR and MR, controlling a virtual display whose size is
being changed dynamically with the handheld physical surface, VXSlate’s form factor can enable fluent task-switching
among different screens. Also, the ability to work with a large display anywhere at any time using a compact hardware
setup provided by VXSlate opens the opportunities for collaborating remotely on large displays in novel team settings,
which could also fully integrate mobile workers. In this section, we also demonstrate these possibilities using two
applications. The first application is a mixed-reality sketchpad that allows a user to flexibly extend the screen space of a
tablet for efficient drawing. The second application is an interface that allows a remote person to effectively collaborate
with their team who are working with a large display. This application is especially useful for traveling individuals who
prefer using compact computer hardware setups (e.g. tablet, smartphone or laptop), which are as yet not well supported
in remote collaboration involving large displays.
6.1

MR extendable sketchpad

Designers and artists often create their paintings, graphics, and designs using tablet-sized sketchpads. While drawing
on such devices, the user frequently needs to zoom in and out in order to switch between the overview of the entire
graphical work and details of a specific area. Drawing-interfaces typically provide a thumbnail sketch which shows the
graphical the and the current location of the focused area. Artists still frequently zoom in and out in order to switch
between the overall and the focus view to see the entire work at a higher resolution. Also, if the artist wants to navigate
from one focused area to another, he/she needs to zoom out, navigate, and zoom in again.
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Fig. 6. Mixed-reality extendable sketchpad concept where the user (a) sketches on a tablet as usual (b) sees the entire drawing
extended outside the tablet when zooming into a detail (c) can quickly change the focused area for drawing by using facing direction
and a double-tap on the tablet (d) distally draws on an area outside the tablet.

VXSlate can be employed to reduce view switching when drawing on tablet-sized devices. The user creates a drawing
using touch interactions on the tablet as usual (see Figure 6a). When zooming into a specific area to create more details,
the focused area will be shown on the tablet while the rest of the graphical work will be enlarged and extended beyond
the tablet and can be seen through the MR headset (see Figure 6b). This virtual high-resolution representation allows
the user to perform fine-tuned drawing without losing their overview on how the local modifications on the focused
area will be integrated into the whole picture of the graphical work. Besides that, the user can also quickly change the
focused area to work on the artwork by simply gazing at it and confirming the selection using certain touch gestures
on the tablet (e.g. double-tap using two fingers as shown in Figure 6c). Once such a selection is performed, the entire
graphical work will be shifted so that the selected area is aligned on the tablet to help the user draw using touch
direction. The VXSlate concept can also introduce a remote sketching feature for this application. The user can gaze at
an area not on the tablet where they want to draw, and a virtual representation of the tablet screen and the images of
their hands on and above the screen will be shown there. Next, the user can remotely align his/her hand at the intended
position and perform the drawing (see Figure 6d). This feature could be useful when the user just wants to change some
small details on a far-off area on the graphical work, but does not wish to shift that area to the tablet. These features
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Fig. 7. Concept of using VXSlate for remote collaboration with physical large displays. Left: a traveling individual remotely working
with a large virtual display using VXSlate. Right: A remote collaborator working with a large physical display can perceive deictic
gestures and head movementsof the remote person captured by the VXSlate system.

together allow the user to perform drawing conveniently on high-resolution contents using a compact hardware setup
that consumes even less space than a professional sketchpad.
6.2

VR large display remote collaboration

Collaborating remotely on large displays has been investigated in several problem-solving scenarios [45, 52, 53].
However, existing systems assume a symmetric hardware setup where large displays are available on all collaboration
endpoints. Remote individuals, for example those who are traveling and using personal devices like tablets, still
remain unsupported to remotely collaborate with teams working with large displays. This leads to several location
constraints for team collaboration using large displays. In fact, there are numerous challenges to support asymmetric
remote collaboration setups between tablets and large displays. First, mapping from touch interactions on a tablet to a
large display can lead to inaccurate manipulations, causing confusion and frustration among collaborators. Second,
non-verbal communication involved in the collaboration might be misinterpreted. In symmetric setups, non-verbal
communication of collaborators, such as gaze or deictic gestures can be easily interpreted correctly thanks to similar
physical arrangements among the partners [6, 7]. Nevertheless, in asymmetric setups consisting of a tablet and a large
display, these cues can be misinterpreted due to different spatiality between two sides.
VXSlate can be an approach to deal with the aforementioned issues. First, it provides a way for the user to efficiently
perform fine-tuned content manipulations on large virtual displays by combining facing directionand touch interaction
on a handheld tablet. Second, employing hardware, like MirrorTablet [48], VXSlate can capture both hand gestures and
facing direction through the tablet’s front-facing camera. These communication cues can be combined to convey the
user’s attention and interaction on the large physical display of the remote sides (see Figure 7). The position of the
video feed of the user’s head movements on the large physical display can be determined based on the relative location
of the user to the large virtual display. In Figure 7, we propose an approach to visually connect the video feed of the
user’s head movements with stylized hands (supported by hand tracking advancements [91]) using a graphical robot
arm. This approach can provide a simple humanoid representation to connect the two non-verbal cues (pointing &
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head orientation) while still avoiding the uncanny valley problem [74]. Altogether, VXSlate opens the opportunity for
traveling individuals using personal devices such as a tablet to collaborate efficiently with remote collaborators using
large physical displays.
7

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we have proposed and explored the design of VXSlate; a novel VR concept incorporating two input
streams–head movement and touch tablet–into a non-traditional combination. The VXSlate aims for a portable setup
using commercial devices only. Head movements are tracked by a VR headset while touch input takes place on a
handheld tablet. We demonstrate how this device combination provides a powerful way to interact with nearby large
virtual displays. VXSlate allows its users to perform a wide range of content manipulations at varying precision levels
and ranging from selecting, to docking (moving, scaling, rotating, positioning), and to steering.
Our user study comparing VXSlate with off-the-shelf touch-controller interactions showed that in general, VXSlate is
comparable to commercial touch controllers in supporting participants to perform tasks at different levels of difficulty.
However, for scaling (a content manipulation task with a medium level of difficulty), VXSlate significantly reduced
participants’ completion times when compared to completion times with touch-controller interactions. It is also
important that after an interval of interaction, participants reported lower effort (fatigue) in using VXSlate when
compared to users of touch controllers. Taking into account the technology novelty effect, this might suggest the
potential advantage of VXSlate over touch controllers.
The design space of VXSlate can also be further explored in different contexts, such as mixed reality, remote
collaboration with asymmetric settings, and even assistive technology for people with mobility disability. We believe
that these and other future applications of VXSlate could stimulate research into the input duet proposed here–head
movement and mobile touch–for large virtual display interaction.
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